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North Carolina Highway Safety Improvement Program - 2020 Implementation Plan
Background
The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) is a core Federal-aid highway program, the purpose of
which is to achieve a significant reduction in fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads. The HSIP is
a federally funded, State administered program under 23 U.S.C. 148, 23 U.S.C. 150, and 23 U.S.C. 130
and regulated by 23 CFR Parts 924 and 490. Under 23 CFR Part 490, each State is required to establish
annual safety performance targets for five measures: 1) number of fatalities, 2) number of serious
injuries, 3) fatality rate (per hundred million vehicle miles traveled (HMVMT)), 4) serious injury rate (per
HMVMT), and 5) number of non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries.
Beginning in August of 2017, North Carolina (NC) established our first target performance measures for
the five categories listed above for the 2018 target year. Our goals were set based off the goals
established through our 2014 Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) with approval by the NC Executive
Committee for Highway Safety (ECHS). The goals established in this plan were to reduce our state’s
fatalities and serious injuries by 50% by 2030 based on the crash data counts in 2013. The fatalities in
2013 were 1,290 which sets a goal in 2030 to reach a reduction to 645 fatalities. This same logic was
used to calculate all targets for the 2018 performance measures. The graphic in Appendix A-1
demonstrates the process to calculate the 2018 target for fatalities based of the 2030 target value. The
five-year average baseline (2012-2016) was 1,340.4, with a goal to get to 645 by 2030, the five-year
average target baseline (2014-2018) was 1,207.2 for the 2018 target year value.
In April of 2020, FHWA assessed whether NC made significant progress on our 2018 safety performance
targets. To meet significant progress, 4 of the 5 safety target measures had to “meet” or “make
significant progress” to the target values. NC did not achieve the target values for five of the five
measures and only better than the baseline on one of the five target values. The actual assessment
values are listed in the table below.
FHWA Performance Review Results of the 2018 Targets

The remaining content of this document will serve as the 2020 North Carolina HSIP Implementation Plan
required when target performance values are not met. The content is based on the FHWA Plan
Guidance document dated October 13, 2017. North Carolina reviewed fatality and serious injury trends

from the following perspectives: statewide, division, SHSP emphasis areas, state owned versus non state
owned, rural versus urban, and two-lane versus other.
This plan will review the following:





Historical data trends
o Total crashes
o Emphasis area crashes
Current HSIP programs and processes
o Identification
o Investigation, project development, and funding
o Countermeasure selection results
o Evaluation
Future program directions
o Funding allocation model
o Program plan
o Current projects
o Project list

Historical Data Trends
Total Crash Perspective
North Carolina recognizes traffic crashes as a significant problem that continues to challenge the state.
In 2019, there were over 315,000 reported traffic crashes that resulted in 1,470 fatalities, 4,897 severe
injuries, 250 non-motorized fatalities, and 402 non-motorized sever injuries on our roadways. The
socioeconomic impact of these crashes is severe, resulting in a loss of over $30 billion to the economy of
North Carolina annually. This impact translates to a crash cost to the state of over $3.5 million every
hour and approximately $84 million every day and a staggering social impact as well. In 2018, North
Carolina had a population of over 9.5 million, and an estimated average annual vehicle miles traveled of
1211.34 (100 MVMT). The graphs in Appendix B show the trendlines for total crashes, vehicle miles
traveled, population, fatalities, severe injuries, and non-motorized fatalities and sever injuries. Based on
the graphs, the following are summary thoughts.








Total crashes are on an increasing trend
VMT is on an increasing trend
o 66 percent of the VMT is Urban
o 34 percent of the VMT is Rural
Population is on an increasing trend
Total fatalities are on a slightly increasing trend
o Fatalities have increased from 1,388 in 2015 to 1,470 in 2019, an increase of over 16
percent
Total a-injuries are on a significant increasing trend
o The a-injuries definition on the crash report changed to meet MUCC standards in midyear 2016
o This resulted in a-injuries increasing from 2,421 in 2015 to 4,897 in 2019, an increase of
over 100 percent
The increasing trends for non-motorized fatalities and a-injuries following the similar trends for
total fatalities and a-injuries

The North Carolina highway mileage in 2019 was 81,161 miles (74 percent) of state-maintained roads
and 27,482 miles (26 percent) of non state-maintained roads. State maintained roads include
interstates, US routes, NC routes, and secondary routes. Secondary routes comprise of over 81 percent
of the state-maintained roads. Non state-maintained roads include municipal, federal, and other state
agency roads. Municipal roads comprise of over 84 percent of the non state-maintained roads. In 2019,
80 percent of the fatalities occurred on state-maintained roads and 20 percent occurred on non statemaintained roads. The following bullets are how the 2019 fatalities disaggregate by road classification,
local roads are non state-maintained. The data trends and charts for this information can be found in
Appendix B.






Interstate
US
NC
Secondary
Local Street

8.6% of total
19.5% of total
20.8% of total
31.5% of total
19.6% of total

57.5% rural
78.0% rural
83.0% rural
90.9% rural
100.0%urban

0.0% rural 2-lane
83.5% rural 2-lane
83.5% rural 2-lane
96.4% rural 2-lane
35.9% urban 2-lane

Based on this data review, most North Carolina fatalities occur on rural 2-lane state-maintained roads.

Emphasis Area Crash Perspective
In 2019, the NC SHSP was updated from the 2014 SHSP. This data-driven plan serves as a roadmap for
Federal, State, local, and other agencies who strive to reduce all crashes, serious injuries, and fatalities
on our roadways. As a Vision Zero State, we used a 4E—Engineering, Education, Enforcement, and
Emergency Services—approach to develop strategies and supporting actions. The 2019 SHSP is the
culmination of the work of more than 50 safety partners from agencies all over the State. Working
together, the safety partners identified the 11 most significant contributing factors to fatalities and
serious injuries and developed Emphasis Area Action Plans for each. The Emphasis Area Action Plans
address the relationships between contributing factors and identify strategies and supporting actions to
improve safety on North Carolina roadways. The ECHS will monitor progress in achieving the goal of the
SHSP and in implementing the strategies of the Emphasis Areas at regular intervals throughout the year.
The 2014 plan established a goal of reducing our state’s fatalities and serious injuries by 50 percent
before 2030. The 2019 plan adjusted the goal to reduce fatalities and serious injuries by 50 percent by
2035 with a vision of zero by 2050. The 2035 goal is based on the crash data counts in 2018. The
fatalities in 2018 were 1,437 which sets a goal in 2035 to reach a reduction to 718.5 fatalities (see
Appendix A-2).
In North Carolina, both the SHSP and the HSIP focus on the emphasis areas of lane departure, frontal
impact, and pedestrian and bicycle crashes. These emphasis areas will be summarized in the next three
sections.

Lane Departure Crashes, Fatalities, and Severe Injuries (in 2019)
The graphs and charts in Appendix C show the trendlines for lane departure crashes, fatalities, and
serious injuries for all, urban, and rural perspectives. The data was also reviewed by Division for lane
departure percent share of total crashes and percent share of fatal and serious injuries. Based on the
graphs and tables, the following are summary thoughts.




Lane departure crashes are 19 percent of total crashes
o and are 55 percent of the total fatalities
o and are 53 percent of the total severe injuries
Rural lane departure crashes are 58 percent of total lane departure crashes
o and are 76 percent of the lane departure fatalities
o and are 79 percent of the lane departure severe injuries
Divisions that have the highest share of total crashes and fatal and serious injuries are generally
where the most population and VMT exist

The following bullets are how the 2019 lane departure fatalities disaggregate by road classification, local
roads are non state-maintained. The charts for this information can be found in Appendix C.






Interstate
US
NC
Secondary
Local Street

7.4% of total
16.6% of total
24.6% of total
38.7% of total
12.7% of total

66.7% rural
83.7% rural
88.5% rural
92.4% rural
100.0%urban

0.0% rural 2-lane
57.5% rural 2-lane
91.5% rural 2-lane
97.9% rural 2-lane
47.1% urban 2-lane

Based on this data review, a majority of North Carolina lane departure fatalities occur on rural 2-lane
state-maintained roads.

Frontal Impact Crashes, Fatalities, and Severe Injuries (in 2019)
The graphs and charts in Appendix D show the trendlines for frontal impact crashes, fatalities, and
serious injuries for all, urban, and rural perspectives. The data was also reviewed by Division for frontal
impact percent share of total crashes and percent share of fatal and serious injuries. Based on the
graphs and tables, the following are summary thoughts.




Frontal impact crashes are 23 percent of total crashes
o and are 31 percent of the total fatalities
o and are 35 percent of the total severe injuries
Rural frontal Impact crashes are 22 percent of total frontal impact crashes
o and are 67 percent of the frontal impact fatalities
o and are 67 percent of the frontal impact severe injuries
Divisions that have the highest share of total crashes and fatal and serious injuries are generally
where the most population and VMT exist

The following bullets are how the 2019 frontal impact fatalities disaggregate by road classification, local
roads are non state-maintained. The charts for this information can be found in Appendix D.





US
NC
Secondary
Local Street

26.3% of total
26.8% of total
23.9% of total
20.8% of total

80.8% rural
85.2% rural
91.7% rural
100.0%urban

49.5% rural 2-lane
81.7% rural 2-lane
93.0% rural 2-lane
36.8% urban 2-lane

Based on this data review, a majority of North Carolina frontal impact fatalities occur on rural 2-lane
state-maintained roads.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes, Fatalities, and Severe Injuries (in 2019)
The graphs and charts in Appendix E show the trendlines for pedestrian and bicycle crashes, fatalities,
and serious injuries for all, urban, and rural perspectives. The data was also reviewed by Division for
pedestrian and bicycle percent share of total crashes and percent share of fatal and serious injuries.
Based on the graphs and tables, the following are summary thoughts.




Pedestrian and bicycle crashes are 1 percent of total crashes
o and are 17 percent of the total fatalities
o and are 8 percent of the total severe injuries
Urban pedestrian and bicycle crashes are 79 percent of total pedestrian and bicycle crashes
o and are 57 percent of the pedestrian and bicycle fatalities
o and are 64 percent of the pedestrian and bicycle severe injuries
Divisions that have the highest share of total crashes and fatal and serious injuries are generally
where the most population and VMT exist

The following bullets are how the 2019 pedestrian and bicycle fatalities disaggregate by road
classification, local roads are non state-maintained. The charts for this information can be found in
Appendix E.






Interstate
US
NC
Secondary
Local Street

9.1% of total
20.9% of total
11.9% of total
20.2% of total
37.9% of total

39.1% rural
69.8% rural
60.0% rural
86.3% rural
100.0% urban

0.0% rural 2-lane
29.7% rural 2-lane
44.4% rural 2-lane
95.5% rural 2-lane
28.4% urban 2-lane

Based on this data review, a majority of North Carolina pedestrian and bicycle fatalities occur on urban
roads that are greater than 2-lanes.

Current HSIP Programs and Processes
Identification Process
The purpose of the NC HSIP is to provide a continuous and systematic procedure that identifies,
investigates, addresses, and evaluates specific safety concerns throughout the state. The goal of the NC
HSIP is to reduce the number of traffic crashes, fatalities, and injuries by reducing the potential for and
the severity of these incidents on public roadways.
In NC, the HSIP has been traditionally focused on identifying locations with a history of injury crashes
and treatable crash patterns that can be corrected by engineering countermeasures. The treatable
crash patterns of focus are lane departure, frontal impact, and pedestrian and bicycle crashes. Our
warrant process is as follows for both the responsive and systemic identification processes within each
emphasis area. The responsive process is crash data driven and crash pattern focused and includes but
is not limited to citizen and safety partner participation. The systemic process includes the analysis of
crash data and roadway characteristics that identify economically effective countermeasures for a broad
network application.
Lane Departure


Responsive identification
o 2019 program identified 528 potential sections
o focused sections on freeway and non-freeway segments
o focused patterns on lane departure, lane departure wet road, wet road, and night
o includes crash frequency and severity
o includes 5 years of historical data
o includes a collision diagram of the crash data



Systemic identification
o 2016-2017 – established a process to updated pre NCHRP 350 end unit devices on NC
interstate freeways
o 2017-18 – established a process to identify rural two-lane roads for long life pavement
markings
o 2017-18 – established a process for speed investigation of two-lane rural roads with a
statutory speed limit of 55 mph
o 2019 – established rural bridge warrant on two lane rural roads to focus on concrete
and blunt end bridge rails
o 2020 – established a two-lane rural road process for identifying curves and segments for
updating signing, chevrons, and rumble strips; currently working in a pilot county
o 2020-21 – will be working on a process to update pre NCHRP 350 end unit devices on
non-interstate 4-lane divided freeways
o 2020-21 – will be working on a Level of Service of Safety (LOSS) for rural two-lane roads
and incorporate that process into our current network screening processes

Frontal Impact


Responsive identification
o 2019 program identified 3,017 potential intersections
o focused intersections on urban and rural locations
o urban sites include 5 years of historical data

o
o
o
o
o
o


rural sites include 10 years of historical data
rural sites include small towns that have less than 5,000 population
focused patterns frontal impact, last year increase, frequency with a severity index
minimum, and night
includes crashes within 150’ of an intersection
includes crash frequency and severity
includes a collision diagram of the crash data

Systemic identification
o 2020 – established an all way stop warrant that considers the volume criteria in the NC
SaFID chart and the crash warrant process in the rural intersection responsive
identification process
SaFID Chart for All Way Stop and Single Lane Roundabouts

Pedestrian and Bicycle
A formal Pedestrian Safety Improvement Program (PSIP) has been established to further address
pedestrian and bicycle safety as part of the Highway Safety Improvement Program. The NC PSIP has
established three primary areas of focus, which include reactive, corridor and city / large area methods
and sub-programs. The responsive and spot-based process is primarily crash data driven, intersection
focused and generally reactive to citizens, cities, and pattens of pedestrian crashes. In addition, a
corridor program has been established to identify multimodal corridors based on systemic risk factors
and data. This program primarily focusses on arterials and major collectors that can be complex in their
operations but also involve a disproportionate level of risk for pedestrians. Pedestrian programs are also
being established that identify municipalities, both large and small, that are overrepresented in
pedestrian crashes and fatalities / severe injuries. This program works with the local governments to
establish processes, plans, and identification of locations that can be addressed through the HSIP
program funding as well as considering other funding sources.

Investigation, Project Development and Funding Process
Once a location has been identified for treatable crash patterns, the crash analysis and collision
diagrams are sent forward to our Regional Traffic Safety Engineers for site investigation, safety
countermeasure recommendation, project development, and submission for funding consideration. NC
has eight Regional Traffic Engineering and Safety Field Offices across all NC’s 100 Counties and 14
Divisions. Our regional traffic engineering team collaborates with local NCDOT Division and Municipal
staff to identify, investigate, and develop competitive and effective safety projects. Projects are also
identified and developed through our fatal crash investigation program, Division or Municipality
requests, and citizen requests.

The NC HSIP program is centrally administered by NCDOT through these offices. All safety project
proposals compete for funding in a statewide data driven and objective selection process. Projects are
submitted and selected quarterly. Each project is submitted individually. The project submittals include
a project justification document, benefit/cost calculation sheet, map, request for funds, an engineering
data sheet, cost estimate and any other supporting data (crash history, collision diagrams, counts, etc.)
to benefit the competition and selection process. The project prioritization for HSIP funded projects is
benefit/cost driven. Quarterly submitted projects are ranked and selected by estimated annual benefitcost ratio. This method was approved by FHWA for NC and has been in place for some time. The
selection process is administered by the project selection team. The project selection team includes the
State Traffic Engineer, State Traffic Safety Engineer, Division Project Manager, and Traffic Safety Unit
management staff. Higher cost and complex projects receive additional scrutiny by the project selection
team. To reduce the possibility of delays and cost over-runs, projects involving excessive right of way,
complex utility work or potential environmental complications are typically rejected for funding and
must be re-scoped. HSIP projects have a funding cap of $1,000,000 per project. A project with an
estimated cost exceeding $1,000,000 can be submitted only with prior approval from the State Traffic
Engineer. The submitting engineer is required to demonstrate the efficacy and constructability of the
project. In addition, an interim low-cost solution is required when feasible, to provide a more
immediate solution to the identified safety issue.
The NC HSIP also focuses on systemic investment needs. Systemic project proposals are also submitted
quarterly and are reviewed and selected by the project selection team. The projects are reviewed to
ensure alignment with the goals of each specific systemic countermeasure strategy. Once reviewed and
approved by the team, systemic projects are funded as submitted up to the quarterly funding target.
The federal HSIP funds allocated for safety countermeasure projects per year for NC is $60,484,658.
In addition to HSIP funding, NC also has additional safety funds allocated per year for use in the HSIP
process of $12,100,000. This allocation is the state-funded Spot Safety Program. Locations identified

through the HSIP screening process may be funded through this program. Spot Safety projects have a
cap of $400,000 per project. These projects are prioritized and selected quarterly for funding through
the Spot Safety index formula. The Spot Safety index includes a weighting of 70 percent for safety (50
for benefit/cost, 10 for severity, and 10 for programmatic flags) and 30 percent for responsiveness (30
for local Division and Region priorities). Like HSIP funded projects, Spot Safety projects are reviewed
individually by the selection team and may be returned for re-scoping if there are concerns with
potential cost over-runs, constructability, or delays.
Funded safety projects include pedestrian accommodations through the complete streets approach
when feasible to address identified pedestrian needs. To help address pedestrian safety needs
specifically, NC has also developed a separate prioritization process to assess projects that are focused
on vulnerable users. These projects are evaluated considering factors such as total pedestrian crossing
distance, vulnerable user exposure, conflicting vehicle speeds and other considerations. Vulnerable user
projects are prioritized and selected for HSIP funds quarterly using this process.

Countermeasure Selection Results
Based on NC’s programs and processes discussed in the previous two sections, a summary of the
number of projects and how funding was selected and planned is shown on the next two pages. This
includes funded projects from the years of 2015 through 2019 in both the HSIP federal dollars and the
spot safety state dollars and will have an independent summary by frequency and cost for each funding
source. The data is also disaggregated by the top five countermeasures by emphasis area by division
share. The full tables for the following data summary can be found in Appendix F.
Federal HSIP Projects – Listed by Frequency – 2015 to 2019
 40 percent - section projects to treat lane departure crashes
o 44 percent involved guardrails
o 22 percent involved long life pavement markings
 48 percent - intersection projects to treat frontal impact crashes
o 20 percent involved traffic signal revisions
o 17 percent involved roundabouts
 9 percent - pedestrian only projects to treat pedestrian crashes
Federal HSIP Projects – Listed by Cost – 2015 to 2019
 44 percent - section projects to treat lane departure crashes
o 43 percent involved long life pavement markings
o 19 percent involved guardrails
 45 percent - intersection projects to treat frontal impact crashes
o 38 percent involved roundabouts
o 24 percent involved directional crossovers
 3 percent - pedestrian only projects to treat pedestrian crashes
State Spot Safety Projects – Listed by Frequency – 2015 to 2019
 34 percent - section projects to treat lane departure crashes
o 36 percent involved guardrails
o 16 percent involved signing
 58 percent - intersection projects to treat frontal impact crashes
o 33 percent involved traffic signal revisions
o 23 percent involved all way stops
 5 percent - pedestrian only projects to treat pedestrian crashes
State Spot Safety Projects – Listed by Cost – 2015 to 2019
 47 percent - section projects to treat lane departure crashes
o 21 percent involved guardrails
o 21 percent involved paved shoulders
 43 percent - intersection projects to treat frontal impact crashes
o 19 percent involved new traffic signals
o 18 percent involved traffic signal revisions
 5 percent - pedestrian only projects to treat pedestrian crashes

Evaluation Program
NC evaluates projects to assess the safety of our roads. The information is provided so the benefit or
lack of benefit for a project can be recognized and utilized for future projects. There are currently over
1,500 project evaluations in 45 topics areas that have been evaluated from our HSIP and spot safety
programs. Most of the evaluations are location specific. The projects were funded to address a
documented safety issue or potential safety issue. The evaluations are completed using various
evaluation techniques. If we are looking at how a spot specific countermeasure reduced the target
crash pattern of concern, we use a simple before and after methodology. An example simple before and
after evaluation is shown in Appendix G. When we are analyzing multiple site application of a specific
countermeasure, we utilize more rigorous analyses methodologies such as empirical Bayesian
techniques and safety performance functions.
Reviewing the 1,500 projects with before and after data, the table below displays the crashes reduced
and benefit cost for the emphasis areas by HSIP and state safety dollars. This data was assessed from
evaluation projects that were completed from 1999 through 2014. The evaluations typically included
before and after crash data from a three year period to a seven year period. 2019 crash costs were
utilized and applied to the number of crashes reduced. The benefit cost was assessed by a simple
approach of taking the crash costs divided by the project costs. Note, this method only considers the
time period of the crash data reviewed and not the full time period of the service life of the
countermeasure.

Future Program Directions
Funding Allocation Model
This 2020 HSIP Implementation Plan includes an adjusted funding model that North Carolina will be
moving forward with. This funding model was established after the data review within this document.
The graphical representation of this funding model is show below.

Roadway Departure

Intersection

Pedestrian & Bike

50% (40%- 60%)

35% (30% - 40%)

15% (10% - 15%)

Systemic

Responsive

Systemic

Responsive

80%

20%

40%

60%

Systemic

Responsive

40% - Soft

60% - Soft

Target

Target

This allocation will be applied to the anticipated HSIP construction funds of approximately $45 million.
This does not apply to preliminary engineering and staff funding of approximately $10 million. An
approximate $9 million will be set aside for emerging issues, data needs, and unexpected safety items.
The funding allocations represented above are soft targets with flexibility. Projects will be considered
within the context of the funding allocation – systemic versus responsive, emphasis area of roadway
departure, intersection, or pedestrian is met, and there is a high rate of return, high need, and ease of
implementation. The current quarterly selection process will be retained; however, we will consider a
transition to a bi-annual cycle. The project selection and screening process will favor low cost, high
need, and high return projects.
Program Plan
The HSIP data analysis and screening methods will reflect the allocation model shown above. In the lane
departure category, the systemic projects will increase and will focus on long life markings, rumble strips
or rumble stripes, curve signing along corridors, and guardrail. The responsive projects will focus on
lower cost improvements and will no longer focus on complex curve reconstruction. In the frontal
impact category, the systemic projects will focus on rural all way stop locations. The responsive projects
will remain an integral part of the program; however, the funding model will assist in shifting focus to
other emphasis areas. In the pedestrian category, the systemic projects will focus on large city areas
such as downtown Raleigh and overrepresented smaller cities where corridors of need can be assessed
by acknowledging risk in addition to crash data. The responsive process has been revamped to include a
larger area of influence and conditions that increase pedestrian risk at intersections, and a corridor
identification process has been established that utilizes crash data for site identification and risk
assessment to place the sections in priority order for review.

Current Projects
North Carolina is currently working on some new processes in the three emphasis areas, below is a
summary of each.
Robeson County is currently ranked the number one county in North Carolina in our county ranking
process which includes the number of fatal crashes and fatalities. Most of the fatalities are rural lane
departure related and make up 3.5 percent of the state’s fatalities. We began a project to focus on
curves with a rural lane departure crash history. This project identified 27 sections of 2-lane road with
over 200 curves. The review includes a crash history assessment with a field investigation of these sites.
The recommendations will include low cost countermeasures such as advanced curve warning and curve
chevron signs. Advanced warning signs and speed advisories are known to reduce lane departure
crashes by 13-29 percent and chevrons can reduce nighttime lane departure crashes by 22 percent. A
recent NCDOT analysis through our evaluation processes suggest lane departure crashes can be reduced
by 30-40 percent when installing chevrons.
In 2019, rural frontal impact crashes were 22 percent of the statewide frontal impact crashes but were
67 percent of the statewide fatalities and serious injuries. There are approximately one million
intersections in North Carolina. The 2019 HSIP identified 3,017 intersections with a potential
correctable crash pattern. These intersections were then reviewed for 2-lane roads and maximum
volume thresholds that would be reasonable for an all way stop countermeasure. This resulted in
approximately 400 intersections that are currently being reviewed for an all way stop countermeasure.
Through our evaluation processes, we have established that all way stop implementations at over 50
intersections resulted in a 68 percent reduction in total crashes, a 77 percent reduction in fatal and
injury crashes, and a 75 percent reduction in front5al impact crashes. Over the years, we have
evaluated over 100 intersections converted to an all way stop and have never observed a fatal crash in
the after period. This countermeasure has resulted in an 83:1 benefit cost.
In 2020, the HSIP program developed a process to identify pedestrian corridors of concerns to
compliment the existing pedestrian intersection program. The updated processes not only review crash
data but also consider a risk assessment of the area around the identified site. The risk assessment
includes three areas of interest to assist in defining risk: crash data, roadway characteristics, and
demographic information. Crash data includes severity, frequency, and density of crashes per mile.
Roadway characteristics include speed, crossing distance, AADT, signal spacing, and presence of
sidewalks. Demographics information includes transit density, land use, population density, and
household vehicle ownership. The risk assessment process is also currently being utilized to identify
potential corridors for review in smaller cities and towns that have an overrepresentation of pedestrian
fatalities and serious injuries.
Project List
As indicated in the sections above, North Carolina will be adjusting its funding allocation model moving
forward. Projects will be considered within the context of the funding allocation model graphic and
program plan – systemic and responsive by emphasis areas of roadway departure, intersection, and
pedestrian. The project selection and screening process will favor low cost, high need, high rate of
return on projects, and ease of implementation. The current quarterly selection process will be
retained; however, a transition to a bi-annual cycle will be considered. Based on the continued
quarterly selection process North Carolina has adopted, a next fiscal year project list will not be attached
to this report since the projects have not yet been selected.
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